CAESAR      IN      ABYSSINIA	l6l
The Emperor, in khaki field uniform, took his seat upon
the highest chair next morning at ten. His ministers, all
except Blattangeta Herrouy, the Foreign Minister, carrying
service rifles, squatted on the ground below him. Fearsome
yells, reminiscent of Maskal3 announced the head of the
procession. The Emperor's guards loosened their swords and
rhino-whips as the leaders of the Yamahal Sarawit approached
the tent-entrance. The ramshackle buildings on the edge
of the plain were filled with spectators who bellowed
encouragement to the vanguard of Ethiopia. Dust rose
into the pale air and confused the wheeling hawks.
It took four hours, from ten-thirty to two-thirty, for the
army to pass the Emperor's dais. It proceeded in jerks,
some running by, others marching in order, others stop-
ping to shriek a precis of their warlike achievements
or to demand new arms of the King of the Kings of
Ethiopia.
The troops ranged from the Imperial Guard, followed by
Vickers guns on well-trained mules, to fierce fighting men
from the provinces armed with nothing better than sticks
and empty cartridge belts. These capered in front of the
Emperor in a cloud of dust, clamouring for rifles and
ammunition, their idle sticks erect like a hopfield in winter.
Those whose firearms were too old for action threw them
with a deafening racket to the ground, or cracked the
butts with their hands until they were flogged off by palace
officials and the municipal police, all of whom now were
wearing khaki and carrying carbines.
Splashing the procession with deeper noise and more
penetrative colour came the negariet, or war-drums, male
and female, large and small, which were balanced on the
backs of lightfoot mules and beaten in a menacing tattoo
by Ras Mulugeta's scarlet-turbaned drummers. These,
old professionals, looked straight ahead in the intensity of
their rhythmic effort; sweat and dust started from their
faces, but their eyes were glazed and yellow with a sacred
activity. They bestrode their mules' hindquarters, only their
legs dangled down in physical relaxation, nearly trailing
on the beaten ground. Behind them came the levies of
Chelia and Konta, then the licentious Gofas, smeared
irregularly with ochre and pink. These, as they passed by
under their local chiefs, to whom alone they concede a

